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General Instructions :
 1. Write the question numbers legibly in the margin.
 2. Answer for a question should be continuous.

PART-A
 I. Choose the correct answer: 1 × 5 = 5
  1. Scarcity is the root of :
   (a) All economic problems (b) Social problems
   (c) political problems (d) All problems
  2. The Index numbers of which year price is assumed to be 100.
   (a) Current year (b) Base year
   (c) Selection of prices (d) None of these
  3. Railway transport introduced in India in the year:
   (a) 1835 (b) 1776
   (c) 1850 (d) 1853
  4. Which is not the goal of five year plan:
   (a) Growth (b) Modernization
   (c) Self-efficiency (d) Self-reliance
  5. GDP stands for :
   (a) Gross Domestic Product (b) Gross Domestic Price
   (c) Gross Dollar Price (d) None of the above
 II. Fill in the blanks: 1 × 5 = 5
  6. Body of the table contains .................... .
  7. A measure that divides the series into hundred equal parts is called .................... .
  8. Infrastructure facilities can be classified into .................... types.
  9. Investment on education is considered as one of the main source of .................... . 
  10. .................... farming is free from chemicals.
 III. Match the following. 1 × 5 = 5
  11.  A   B
   1. Pilot survey (a) Positional value
   2. Median (b) Literacy rate
   3. White Revolution (c) Pre-testing of questionnaire
   4. NABARD (d) Milk production
   5. Educational achievement (e) Institutional source
 IV. Answer the following questions in sentence / word. 1 × 5 = 5
  12. What is dispersion ?
  13. Expand N.S.S.O.
  14. What is infrastructure ?
  15.  What is meant by environment ?
  16.  What type of economic system is followed in Pakistan ?
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PART-B
 V. Answer any Four of the following questions in about Four sentences each. 2 × 4 = 8
  17. Mention the two sources of data.
  18. Give the formula to find out mid-point ?
  19. What are four kinds of classification used in tabulation ?
  20. Mention types of correlation ?
  21. Calculate the value of the median from the following figures:
   X : 5, 7, 9, 12, 11, 8, 7, 15, 25.
  22 Mention the name of any four statistical tools ?
 VI. Answer any Five of the following questions in about Four sentences each. 2 × 5 = 10
  23. What were the main causes of Indian agricultural stagnation during the colonial period ?
  24. Who are the rural poor ? Give examples.
  25. State the meaning of human capital.
  26. Name the two life giving sources of fishing community.
  27. Name the institutional sources of rural credit.
  28. Name the three sectors of economy.
  29. Name the types of medical systems included in AYUSH.

PART-C

 VII. Answer any Three of the following questions in about Twelve sentences each. 4 × 3 = 12

  30. Briefly explain how statistics helps to study economics.

  31. Do sample survey provide better results than census ? Give reasons for your answer.

  32. Calculate the arithmetic mean by direct method from the following data:

X 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

Y 5 7 9 10 8 6 5 2

  33. The yield of wheat per acre for 10 districts of a state is as under :

District 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Wheat 12 10 15 19 21 16 18 9 25 10

   Calculate the mean deviation from median for the above data.
  34. Mention the difficulties in construction of consumer price index.
 VIII. Answer any Four of the following questions in about Twelve sentences each. 4 × 4 = 16
  35. 'The traditional handicraft industries were ruined under British rule.' Justify this statement.
  36. Explain the drawbacks of Agricultural Marketing.
  37. List out the major problems of rural development.
  38. Explain the functions of environment.
  39. Briefly explain the state of infrastructure in rural India.
  40. What are the various indicators of human development ?

PART-D
 IX. Answer any Two of the following questions in about Twenty sentences each. 6 × 2 = 12
  41. Explain ogive with proper diagrams.
  42. Calculate Q1, Q2 and Q3 from the following data:
   15, 21, 26, 30, 40, 45, 50, 54, 60, 65, 70,
  43. The yield of rice per acre for 10 districts of a state is as under:

District 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Rice 22 29 12 23 18 15 12 34 18 12

   Calculate S.D. and C.V. for the above data.
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 X. Answer any Two of the following questions in about Twenty sentences each. 6 × 2 = 12
  44. Discuss the following as a source of human capital formation :
   (i) Health infrastructure
   (ii) Expenditure on migration.
  45. What are the main causes of unemployment in India?
  46. Write a short note on animal husbandry.

PART-E
 XI. Answer any Two of the following project oriented questions. 5 × 2 = 10
  47. Identify the formal and informal workers in the following :
   1. Petty shop owner 2. Handloom weaver
   3. SBI cashier 4. A street vendor
   5. Government hospital nurse 6. Government primary school teacher.
   7. Tailor 8. Revenue inspector.
   9. Police 10. Agricultural labour.
  48. Name any ten power generating stations in Karnataka.
  49. As per recorded temperature per two hours in a day from 6 am to 6 pm, calculate the range and mean 

temperature of a day.

Hours 6-8 8-10 10-12 12-14 14-16 16-18

Temperature 18 24 26 29 30 25

qqq

SOLUTIONS
As Per Scheme of Valuation 

(Issued by Department of PUE, Karnataka)

PART-A

 I. 1. (a) All economic problems. 1
  2. (b) Base year. 1
  3. (c) 1850. 1
  4. (d) Self efficiency. 1
  5. (a) Gross domestic product. 1
 II. 6. Actual data. 1
  7. Percentiles. 1
  8. Two. 1
  9. Human capital. 1
  10. Organic. 1
 III. 11.  A   B
   1. Pilot survey (c) Pre-testing of questionnaire 1
   2. Median (a) Positional value 1
   3. White Revolution (d) Milk production 1
   4. NABARD (e) Institutional source 1
   5. Educational achievement (b) Literacy rate 1
 IV. 12. Dispersion is the extent to which values in a distribution differ from the average of distribution. 1
  13. National Sample Survey Office. 1
  14. Infrastructure refers to the facilities and services provided for economic and social development of a country.

 1
  15. Environment is defined as the sum of all living and non living things that surround an organism or group of 

organisms. 1
  16. Mixed economy. 1
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PART-B
   
 V. 17. Primary data and secondary data. 2

  18. Midpoint
Upper limit + Lower limit

2
=  2

  19 (i) Quantitative Classification (iii) Chronological Classification
   (ii) Qualitative Classification (iv) Spatial Classification 2
  20. Positive correlation and Negative correlation. 2
  21. Ascending order.
   X: 5, 7, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 15, 25

   Median =
N+1

2
th term th term�

�9 1
2

 = 10
2

th term= 5 item =9th  2

  22. (i) Pie chart (iii) Mean deviation

	 		 (ii) Bar diagram (iv) Standard deviation 2

 VI. 23. (i) Land settlement policies - like zamindari system;

   (ii) Revenue settlement policy;

   (iii) Force of growing commercial crops;

   (iv) Low technology, less investment in agricultural sector, etc. 2

  24. Those people who are unable to have access to basic needs in rural area are known as rural poor. E.g., landless 
farmers, small land holders, etc. 2

  25. If a person gets knowledge, experience and skills in terms of better economical value is known as human 
capital.

  26. (i) Oceans; (ii) Sea;

   (iii) Canals; (iv) Rivers, etc. 2

  27. (i) NABARD - National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development;

   (ii) Commercial banks;

   (iii) RRBs - Regional Rural Banks, etc. 2

  28. (i) Primary sector; (ii) Secondary sector; (iii) Service sector. 2

  29. (i) Ayurveda; (iii) Yoga; (v) Unani; 

   (ii) Siddha; (iv) Naturopathy; (vi) Homeopathy. 2

PART-C
 VII. 30. (i) Statistics help to understand causes and effects of economic problems.

   (ii) It provide present information to economist, so that they can make good economic policies.

   (iii) Statistics reduce the bulk of data.

   (iv) It help to analyze the relationship between different economic variables (production and supply).

   (v) It help to forecast future economic activities (trends of demand).

   (vi) It help government to make good economic policies. 4

  31. Yes, sample survey provides better results than census. As,

   (i) Less time consuming: Census method require lots of time. But sample survey can be done with lesser 
time.

   (ii) Lower cost: When we compare the census method, sample survey method can be conducted with lower 
cost due to the small size of sample.

   (iii) Accuracy: Although census method provides more accurate and reliable information, the sample survey 
method also provides accurate information due to the intensive study of small samples of universe.
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  32.

X F D = X – A FD

5 5 -20 -100

10 7 -15 -105

15 9 -10 -90

20 10 -5 -50

25 8 0 0

30 6 5 30

35 5 10 50

40 2 15 30

N =52 ∑FD = –235

     
X = A +

F
N

S D

     
X � �

�
25

235

52

     X � �25 4 51.  = X = 20 49.  (Scheme of Valuation, 2019)   4

 Detailed Answer :

X F FX

5 5 25

10 7 70

15 9 135

20 10 200

25 8 200

30 6 180

35 5 175

40 2 80

∑F = 52 ∑FX = 1065

X =

=

=

Σ
Σ
FX
F

1065
52

20 48.

  33.

Wheat (X) |D| = X - Median

9 6.5

10 5.5

10 5.5

12 3.5

15 0.5

16 0.5

18 2.5

19 3.5

21 5.5

25 9.5

∑ |D| = 43
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  34. (i)  In the calculation of consumer price index, we do not give relative importance/weights of individual 
items. So it does not give a clear picture about changes in variables.

    E.g.: A rise in price of petrol may not impact living condition of poor farmers of a country.

   (ii) Every index has a base period. The comparison of current period and base period are difficult to select.

   (iii)  In every stage of construction of index number like selecting of commodities, choice of formula, there 
will be errors in measures.

   (iv) Lack of reliable data also mislead to measures of CPI. 4

 VIII.  

  35. Yes, I do agree with the view that traditional handicraft industries were ruined under British rule, because:

   (i) British government imposed heavy export duties on India’s export of handicraft products.

   (ii) While allowed free export of India’s raw material to Britain and free import of British products into 
India. 4

  36. Before independence, India faced several problems in agriculture marketing facilities such as :

   (i) Farmers were forced to sale their produce to money lenders and traders at lower price.

   (ii) Using a faulty weights and measures.

   (iii) Manipulating of account.

   (iv) Lack of storage facilities.  

   (v) Lack of information facilities, etc. (Scheme of Valuation, 2019) 4

 Detailed Answer :

   The following are the main defects of agricultural marketing:

   (i) Lack of storage facility: There is no proper storage or warehouse facility for farmers in villages where 
they can store their agricultural produce. Because of this, 15–30% of the agricultural produce is eaten or 
spoilt by rats and other pests or rains annually. This results in farmers being forced to sell their surplus 
produce at very low and un-remunerative prices.

   (ii) Distress sale: Most Indian farmers are extremely poor and have no capacity to wait for a better pricing 
on their produce in the absence of proper credit facilities. Farmers often have to go for distress sales of 
their output to the village moneylenders-cum-merchants at very poor rates.

   (iii) Lack of poor transportation: Farmers cannot reach the markets due to poor transportation facilities. This 
leads to them not being able to sell their produce. Thus, they prefer to sell their produce in the villages.

   (iv) Intermediaries: A large number of intermediaries or middle men exists between the final market and 
the farmer. All these middlemen claim a good amount of the goods and money and therefore, reduce 
the returns of the cultivators.

   (v) Unregulated markets: Huge number of markets adopt various malpractices. Prevalence of these false 
weights and lack of grading and standardisation of products in village markets in India are always going 
against the interest of ignorant, small and poor farmers.

   (vi) Lack of market intelligence: Indian farmers are not always aware of the ruling prices of their produce 
in big markets. Hence, they have to accept low prices for their produce as offered by the middlemen or 
traders.
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  37. (i) Development of human resources: It includes facilitating education, health and sanitation, etc. to 
rural people.

   (ii) Development of infrastructure: It includes expansion activities such as transport, electricity, irrigation, 
storage, credit, marketing, information facilities, etc.,

   (iii) lntroduction of special measures: It includes implementation of poverty alleviation and employment 
generation programmes by government. (Scheme of Valuation, 2019) 4

 Detailed Answer :

   The key issues of rural development are :

   (i)  Development of human resources: Literacy, more specifically, female literacy, education and skill 
development, health, addressing both sanitation and public health.

   (ii) Implementation of land reforms: The land reforms should be implemented to transfer the ownership 
of land form land holder to tiller. This is economically efficient and socially just.

   (iii) Development of infrastructure: Infrastructure development like electricity, imigation, credit, marketing, 
transport facilities, facilities for agriculture reasearch and extention.

   (iv) lntroduction of special measures: Special measures for alleviation of proverty and bringing about 
significant improvement in the living conditions of the weaker section of the population. 4

  38. Environment is defined as the sum of all living and non living things that surrounds an organism or group 
of organisms.

   (i) It supplies natural resources.

   (ii) It assimilates the waste.

   (iii) It sustains the life of genetic and bio diversity.

   (iv) It provides beautiful landscape. 4

  39. Infrastructure refers to the facilities and services provided for economic and social development of country.

   Since independence, the government has been solely responsible for developing countries' infrastructure. 
But it was found that government investment in infrastructure was inadequate.

   (i) Majority of people in India live in rural area. They are still using bio fuel like agricultural waste, dried 
dung, fire wood to meet their requirements.

   (ii) According to 2001 census report, in rural India only 51% of households have an electricity connection 
and 43% still use kerosene.

   (iii) About 90% of rural household use bio fuel for cooking.

   (iv) Tap water availability is limited to only 24% of rural household, about 74% of population drinks water 
from open sources like, wells, tanks, rivers, canals, etc. 4

  40. (i) Life expectancy rate; (ii) Infant mortality rate;
   (iii) Maternal mortality rate; (iv) Education attainment;
   (v) Per capita income; (vi) Adult literacy rate. (Scheme of Valuation, 2019) 4

 Detailed Answer :

   The various indicators of human development are:

   (i) Life expectancy at birth: Number of years a newborn infant could expect to live if prevailing patterns of 
age-specific mortality rates at the time of birth remain the same throughout the infant's life.

   (ii) Mean years of schooling: Average number of years of education received by people ages 25 and older, 
converted from education attainment levels using official durations of each level.

   (iii) Expected years of schooling: Number of years of schooling that a child of school entrance age can 
expect to receive if prevailing patterns of age-specific enrolment rates persist throughout the child's life.  

   (iv) Gross National Income (GNI) per capita: Aggregate income of an economy generated by its production 
and its ownership of factors of production, less the incomes paid for the use of factors of production 
owned by the rest of the world, converted to international dollars using purchasing power parity (PPP) 
rates, divided by mid-year population.
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   (v) Gross National Income per capita rank minus Human Development Index rank: Difference in rankings 
by GNI per capita and by the HDI. A negative value means that the country is better ranked by GNI 
than by the HDI.

   (vi) Non-income Human Development Index: Value of the HDI computed from the life expectancy and 
education indicators only.

PART-D
 IX.  

  41. A Cumulative Frequency Curve is known as ogive curve.

   There are two types of ogive as follows :

   (a) Less than cumulative frequency ogive 

   (b) More than cumulative frequency ogive

Less than ogive is plotted against to 'ox' Axis to upper limit and more than ogive is plotted against to lower 
limit of class interval.

   At the point where both ogive curve intersect, represents and median.

C.I. F Less than C.F. More than C.F. UCL LCL

80

70

60

50

40

30

20

10

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

C.I.

X

Y

C
u

m
u
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ti

ve
 F

re
qu

en
cy

M

10 – 20 3 3 74 20 10

20 – 30 8 11 71 30 20

30 – 40 14 25 63 40 30

40 – 50 25 50 49 50 40

50 – 60 15 65 24 60 50

60 – 70 7 72 9 70 60

70 – 80 2 74 2 80 70

  42. Sums 15, 21, 26, 30, 40, 45 , 50, 54, 60 , 65, 70   6
                Q1 Q2 Q3
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�� �

�
� �
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  43. 

X 22 29 12 23 18 15 12 34 18 12 SX= 195

X2 484 841 144 529 324 225 144 1156 324 144 SX2= 4315

   

X
X

N
�
�

� �
195
10

19 5.

   S.D. �
�

� � �

� � � �

X
N

X
2

( ) ( . )

. . . .

2 24315
10

19 5

431 5 380 25 51 25 7 16

   
C.V.=

�
X
� � � �100

7 16
19 5

100 36 72
.
.

.
 6
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 X. 44. (i)  Health infrastructure : Health is an important input for development of a nation. It increases the 
productive capacity of people and leads to accelerate growth of an economy.

	 		  There are various forms of health expenditure which are as follows:

 (a)  Preventive medicine; (b) Curative medicine;

 (c)  Social medicine; (d) Provide clean drinking and sanitation facilities, etc. 

   (ii)  Expenditure on Migration : People are migrating from one place to another place to search jobs and 
enhance their salaries.

(a)  Usually technically qualified people like doctors, engineers, managers, lecturers, etc. migrate to 
other countries to get higher salaries.

(b)  This migration expenditure includes both internal and external expenditure, such as, cost of 
transport, higher cost of living, physical cost, socio cultural set up cost etc. 6

  45. Unemployment is a situation where people having ability and willingness to work on existing salary and 
conditions are not gainfully employed.

    The main causes for unemployment in India are as follows: 

(i)  Agricultural sector: In India, nearly 51.2% of work force is engaged in agricultural sector. But this 
sector provides a seasonal occupation and cause to seasonal and disguised unemployment. One study 
conducted in late 1950’s showed about 1/3 of agricultural workers in India are unemployed due to this 
reason.

(ii)  Urban unemployment: Due to the slowdown in economic activities, recession, economic crisis, there 
will be a cyclical unemployment in urban area.

(iii)  Population explosion: In India, rapid population growth is the leading factor responsible for 
unemployment. Because of population explosion Indian economy is not able to create employment 
opportunities as per its requirement.

(iv)  Illiteracy : In India, the degree of unemployment is more in illiterate workers due to the lack of skills to 
get work. 6

  46. It comprises poultry, cattle, goats, sheep, pig and fowl rearing, etc.

   Live stock production provides stability in income, food security, and economic benefits to rural people.

   At present, over 70 million farmers are getting livelihood option from this sector.

   After implementation of ‘Operation Flood’ project by Government India became the largest milk producing 
country in the world. It is known as white revolution.

   In this regard Gujarat state achieved tremendous progress in milk produce and Karnataka has emerged 
second state in production of milk by KMF. 6

PART-E
 XI. 47. 

     

Formal sector Informal sector

SBI cashier Petty shopkeeper

Government hospital nurse Handloom weaver

Government primary school teacher Street vendor

Revenue inspector Tailor

Police Agricultural labour  5
  48. 10 Power sector production centers:

(i) Raichur- Thermal power
(ii) Bellary- Thermal power
(iii) Sharavathi - Hydro power
(iv) Shivana Samudra -- Hydro power
(v) Shimsha - Hydro power
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(vi) Geru Soppa - Hydro power
(vii) Kappada Gudda - Hydro power
(viii) Allumatti - Hydro power
(ix) Ghata Prbha - Hydro power
(x) Varahi - Hydro power 5

  49. 

Time Temperature

6-8 18

8-10 24

10-12 26

12-14 29

14-16 30

16-18 25

N=6 ∑X=152

   
X =

X
N

=
152

6
∑

   X = 25.33

   Range = L – S
         = 30 – 18
    R = 12 5

qqq
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General Instructions :
 1. Write the question numbers legibly in the margin.
 2. Answer for a questions should be continuous.

PART-A
 I. Choose the correct answer: 1 × 5 = 5
  1. Scarcity is the root of :
 (a) All economic problems (b) Political problems 
 (c) Social problems (d) All problems
  2. Which method of collection of data gives better results :
 (a) Census (b) Innovation
 (c) Sample Survey (d) Distribution
  3. The present life expectancy of India is :
 (a) 32.4 years (b) 63.6 years
 (c) 64.8 years (d) 66.9 years
  4. Which is not the goal of five year plan :
 (a) Growth (b) Modernization 
 (c) Self efficiency (d) Self reliance
  5. The Act which provides guaranteed wage employment to every poor household for minimum of 100 days in 

a year is called:
 (a) PMRY (b) SJSRY
 (c) MGNREGA (d) SGSY
 II. Fill in the blanks: 1 × 5 = 5
  6. Two ends of a class are called .................... .
  7. Body of the table contains .................... .
  8. RBI regulates .................... sector.
  9. Infrastructure facilities can be classified into .................... types.
  10. The construction workers are known as .................... . 
 III. Match the following. 1 × 5 = 5
  11.  A   B
   1. Arithmetic mean (a) Consumer Price Index
   2. C. P. I (b) Food production
   3. Green Revolution (c) Literacy rate
   4. Educational achievement (d) Air pollution

   5. Industrialization (e) X
 IV. Answer the following question in a sentence / word. 1 × 5 = 5
  12. What is Dispersion?
  13. Mention the last step in developing a project.
  14. ILO - Expand.
  15. Which country has the highest life expectancy?
  16. What type of economic system is followed in Pakistan?

To know about more useful books for class-11 click here
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PART-B
 V. Answer any Four of the following questions in about Four sentences each. 2 × 4 = 8
  17. Mention any two modes or ways of collecting data?
  18. Write a note on classification of data?
  19. What is Quantitative Classification? Give an example.
  20. What are the types of measures of central tendency?
  21. What is negative correlation? Give example.
  22. Mention the name of any four statistical tools.
 VI. Answer any Five of the following questions in about Four sentences each. 2 × 5 = 10
  23. List out the important export goods of India before independence.
  24. Name the states where poverty level is far above the national poverty level.
  25. What factors contribute to human capital formation?
  26. Name the institutional sources of rural credit.
  27. Name any four kinds of unemployment.
  28. Which are the components of Indian system of medicine ?
  29. List out any four biotic factors of environment.

PART-C
 VII. Answer any Three of the following questions in about Twelve sentences each. 4 × 3 = 12
  30. Briefly explain how statistics helps to study economics.
  31. What is Random sampling? Explain briefly.
  32. Briefly explain loss of information in classified data.
  33. The yield of rice per acre for 10 districts of a state are as under :

District 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Rice 22 29 12 23 18 15 12 34 18 12

   Calculate the Mean Deviation from median.
  34. Mention the properties of correction coefficient.
 VIII. Answer any Four of the following questions in about Twelve sentences each. 4 × 4 = 16
  35. 'The traditional handicraft industries were ruined under British rule'. Justify this statement.
  36. Give the meaning and the importance of small scale industries.
  37. Write a note on WTO.
  38. Explain the drawbacks of Agricultural Marketing.
  39. Explain the consumption pattern of commercial energy in India.
  40. What are the various indicators of human development.

PART-D
 IX. Answer any Two of the following questions in about Twenty sentences each. 6 × 2 = 12
  41. What is Tabulation? What are the parts of a Table? Explain.
  42. Calculate arithmetic mean by direct, assumed mean and step deviation methods for the following data 40, 50, 

55, 78, 58.
  43. The yield of wheat per acre for 10 districts of a state is as under :

District 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Wheat 12 10 15 19 21 16 18 9 25 10

   Calculate standard deviation and coefficient of variance.
 X. Answer any Two of the following questions in about Twenty sentences each. 6 × 2 = 12
  44. Briefly explain the effects of reforms in agriculture sector.
  45. Examine the role of education in the economic development of a nation.
  46. What are the main causes of unemployment in India?
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PART-E
 XI. Answer any Two of the following project oriented questions. 5 × 2 = 10
  47. Record the daily expenditure quantities bought and prices paid per unit of the daily purchase of your family 

for two weeks. How has the price change effected your family?
  48. Suppose you are a resident of a village. Suggest a few measures to tackle the problem of the poverty.
  49. Prepare a list of causes of land degradation in India.

qqq

SOLUTIONS
As Per Scheme of Valuation 

(Issued by Department of PUE, Karnataka)

PART-A
 I.  
  1. (a) All economic problems. 1
  2. (a) Census. 1
  3. (d) 66.9 years. 1
  4. (c) Self efficiency. 1
  5. (c) MGNREGA. 1
 II.  
  6. Class limit. 1
  7. Actual Data. 1
  8. Financial. 1
  9. Two. 1
  10. Casual workers. 1
 III.  
  11.  A   B
   1. Arithmetic mean (e) X  1
   2. C. P. I (a) Consumer Price Index 1
   3. Green Revolution (b) Food production  1
   4. Educational achievement (c) Literacy rate 1
   5. Industrialization (d) Air pollution 1
 IV.  
  12. Dispersion is the extent to which values in a distribution differ from the average of distribution. 1
  13. Bibliography. 1
  14. International Labour Organization. 1
  15. Monaco. 1
  16. Mixed economy. 1

PART-B
 V.  
  17. Census and Sample survey. 2
  18.  Classification of data is a process of sorting or arranging data in hamogeneous groups or classes. There are 

four types of classification of data, which are as follows:
   (a) Quantitative Classification (based on quantitative variables, e.g., height, marks, etc.)
   (b) Qualitative Classification (based on qualitative variables, e.g. gender)
   (c) Chronological Classification (based on time)
   (d) Spatial Classification (based on geographical location) 2
  19 The data which can be measured in mathematical terms is called quantitative classification of data. 
   E.g., marks, height, weight, national income. 2
  20. (i) Arithmetic Mean
   (ii) Median
   (iii) Mode 2
  21.  If economic variables moves together in opposite directions are known as Negative correlation. E.g., price 

and demand 2
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  22. (i) Pie chart (ii) Mean deviation 
	 		 (iii) Bar diagram (iv) Standard deviation 2
 VI.  
  23. India exported only raw materials such as,
   (i) Raw silk (ii) Indigo (iii) Jute  
   (iv) Cotton (v) Woollen etc. 2
  24. (i) Orissa  (ii) Bihar  (iii) Madhya Pradesh
   (iv) Uttar Pradesh are still having poverty level which is far above the national poverty level. 2
  25. (i) Investment on education;
   (ii) Health expenditure;
   (iii) Migration expenditure;
   (iv) On -the - job training expenditure. 2
  26. (i) NABARD — National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development;
   (ii) Commercial banks;
   (iii) RRBs — Regional Rural Banks, etc. 2
  27. (i) Open unemployment (iii) Seasonal unemployment
   (ii) Disguised unemployment (iv) Urban unemployment. 2
  28. (i) Ayurveda (iii) Yoga (v) Unani
   (ii) Siddha (iv) Naturopathy (vi) Homeopathy 2
  29. Trees, animals, birds, forests, etc. 2

PART-C
 VII.  
  30. (i) Statistics help to understand causes and effects of economic problems.
   (ii) It provide present information to economist, so that they can make good economic policies.
   (iii) Statistics reduce the bulk of data.
   (iv) It help to analyse the relationship between different economic variables (production and supply).
   (v) lt help to forecast future economic activities (trends of demand).
   (vi) It help government to make good economic policies.  (Any four)  4
  31.  Investigator collects the data randomly by selected portions of the universe called random sampling 

method.
   (i) In this method each individual of universe has equal opportunities of getting selected for survey.
   (ii) Random sampling method can be conducted in two ways :

(a) Lottery method;
(b) Random number table. 4

  32.  It’s the difference between details that are found in raw data and the details that are summarized into 
classified data. 

   Once the data are grouped into particular classes there is no significance in future statistical calculation.
    E.g., If 20-30 is a class interval. Assume it contains 20, 25, 25, 22, 25 and 28 are observations, then frequency 

distribution recorded value '6' but not their actual value '10'. 4
  33. 
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  34. (i)  Correlation 'r' has no unit.
   (ii) A negative value of 'r' indicates an inverse relation of variables, e.g., Price and Demand.
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   (iii)  A positive value of 'r' indicates an direct relation between the variables.
   (iv) The value of correlation always lies between minus one to plus one[-1, ....,1]
   (v) If r = 0, the two variables are un-correlated. 4
 VIII.  
  35. Yes. I do agree with the view that traditional handicraft industries were ruined under British rule. Because,
   (i) British government imposed heavy export duties on India’s export of handicraft products.
   (ii) While allowed free export of India’s raw material to Britain and free import of British products into India. 4
  36. Firms having investments of more than ` 5 lakh and less than  ` l crore are called small scale industries.
   Advantages /Importance :
   (i) Small scale industries generate more employment opportunities.
   (ii)  SSI gets financial benefits, reservation of manufactured goods and small excise duties by government. 4
  37. World Trade Organization came into existence on 1st Jan., 1995 as the successor of GATT. At present, it has 

183 member countries in foreign trade.
   Functions of WTO :
   (i) WTO introduced multilateral trade agreement between member countries.
   (ii) It provides equal opportunities to all member countries in foreign trade.
   (iii) WTO is also called as WATCH DOG of international trade.
   (iv) It avoids all malpractices in foreign trade.
   (v) WTO tries to optimize utilization of member country resources.
   (vi) WTO avoids tariffs and quantity restrictions of imported goods in trade. 4

  38. Before independence, India faced several problems in agriculture marketing facilities, such as :
   (i) Farmers were forced to sale their produce to money lenders and traders at lower prices.
   (ii) Use of a faulty weights and measures.
   (iii) Manipulating of accounts.
   (iv) Lack of storage facilities.
   (v) Lack of information facilities, etc. (Scheme of Valuation, 2019) 4

 Detailed Answer :
   The following are the main defects of agricultural marketing:
   (i)  Lack of storage facility: There is no proper storage or warehouse facility for farmers in villages where 

they can store their agricultural produce. Because of this, 15–30% of the agricultural produce is eaten or 
spoilt by rats and other pests or rains annually. This results in farmers being forced to sell their surplus 
produce at very low and un-remunerative prices.

   (ii)  Distress sale: Most Indian farmers are extremely poor and have no capacity to wait for a better pricing 
on their produce in the absence of proper credit facilities. Farmers often have to go for distress sales of 
their output to the village moneylenders-cum-merchants at very poor rates.

   (iii)  Lack of poor transportation: Farmers cannot reach the markets due to poor transportation facilities. This 
leads to them not being able to sell their produce. Thus, they prefer to sell their produce in the villages.

   (iv)  Intermediaries: A large number of intermediaries or middle men exists between the final market and 
the farmer. All these middlemen claim a good amount of the goods and money and therefore, reduce 
the returns of the cultivators.

   (v)  Unregulated markets: Huge number of markets adopt various malpractices. Prevalence of these false 
weights and lack of grading and standardisation of products in village markets in India are always going 
against the interest of ignorant, small and poor farmers.

   (vi)  Lack of market intelligence: Indian farmers are not always aware of the ruling prices of their produce 
in big markets. Hence, they have to accept low prices for their produce as offered by the middlemen or 
traders.

  39. The energy which are purchased by given price are known as commercial energy, e.g., coal, petroleum, 
natural gas., electricity, etc.

   Using patterns:
   (i) In India, there is 74% energy used by commercial sources.
   (ii) Coal consumed 54% having perfect share.
   (iii) Petroleum consumed 32%.
   (iv) Natural gas used 10%.
   (v) Hydro electricity need only 2%. 4
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  40. (i) Life expectancy rate
   (ii) Infant mortality rate
   (iii) Maternal mortality rate
   (iv) Education attainment
   (v) Per capita income
   (vi) Adult literacy rate (Scheme of Valuation, 2019) 4

 Detailed Answer :
   The various indicators of human development are:

   (i)  Life expectancy at birth: Number of years a newborn infant could expect to live if prevailing patterns of 
age-specific mortality rates at the time of birth remain the same throughout the infant's life.

   (ii)  Mean years of schooling: Average number of years of education received by people ages 25 and older, 
converted from education attainment levels using official durations of each level.

   (iii)  Expected years of schooling: Number of years of schooling that a child of school entrance age can 
expect to receive if prevailing patterns of age-specific enrolment rates persist throughout the child's life.  

   (iv)  Gross National Income (GNI) per capita: Aggregate income of an economy generated by its production 
and its ownership of factors of production, less the incomes paid for the use of factors of production 
owned by the rest of the world, converted to international dollars using purchasing power parity (PPP) 
rates, divided by mid-year population.

   (v)  Gross National Income per capita rank minus Human Development Index rank: Difference in rankings 
by GNI per capita and by the HDI. A negative value means that the country is better ranked by GNI 
than by the HDI.

   (vi)  Non-income Human Development Index: Value of the HDI computed from the life expectancy and 
education indicators only.

PART-D
 IX.  
  41. “A systematic collection of data with rows and columns" is called Table.
   There are 7 components to prepare a table. These are as follows:
   (i) Table Number : Its helps future identification and reference of table. It is usually written on top of the 

table.
   (ii) Title of table : Its explains nature of presented data. 
   (iii) Head notes : It provides additional information about table. It is usually written below the title of table 

on right side.
   (iv) Caption and Stubs: Caption are the headings for data of vertical columns of table. Stubs are the headings 

for data of horizontal rows of table.
   (v) Main body of table : It contains data information collected by investigator.
   (vi) Source note: It is a brief note of source information collected by investigator.
   (vii) Foot note: It contains the information that the readers cannot understand in the table which are self 

explanatory by investigator. 6
  42.

Weigth
(X)

d= X–A
d= X–55

d´=d/c
d´=d/1

40 –15
–20

–15
–20

50 –5 –5

55 0 0

78 23
26

23
+26

58 3 3

∑X=281 ∑d=6 ∑d´=6

   Direct Method X = 
∑ X
N

281
5

56.2= =
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   Assumed Mean Method X A
d

N
= +

∑
= + = + =

'
. .55

6
5

55 1 2 56 2

   Step Deviation Method X = +
∑

× × = + = + =A
d'

N
C = 55+

6

5
1 55

6

5
55 1 2 56 2. .  6

  43. 

X 9 10 10 12 15 16 18 19 21 25 ∑X = 155

X2 81 100 100 144 225 256 324 361 441 625 ∑X2 = 2657

   

N=10

X

N
X =

∑
= =

155

10
15 5.

   
(SD)

N
σ =

∑
− = − = − = =

X
X

2
2 22657

10
15 5 265 7 240 25 25 45 5 045( ) ( . ) . . . .

   
Co-efficient of variance ν

σ( ) = × = × = =
X

100
5 045
15 5

100
505 5
15 5

.
.

.
.

332 55.
 6

 X. 44. Reforms have adversely  affected the agricultural sector of a country because:
   (i)  Public investment in agricultural sector has been reduced, it may lead to less development in irrigation, 

market, roads, market, research and extension in farming sector.
   (ii) Removal of subsidies leads to high cost of production to farmers.
   (iii)  Removal of quantity restriction on importing foreign good is increased foreign competition in 

agricultural sector.
    Because of these reasons, Indian agriculture sector growth declined in reforms period.
 (Scheme of Valuation, 2019) 6

 Detailed Answer :
   The economic reforms had a negative effect on the agriculture, which are as follows :
   (i)  The agriculture sector was neglected and the public investment in this sector was reduced and hence 

the infrastructure areas were affected.
   (ii)  The subsidies on the fertilizers were removed and hence it led to an increase in the cost of production 

which affected many marginal and small farmers.
   (iii)  Further, many policies were introduced which reduce the import duties on agriculture products, reduce 

the minimum support price increased the threat of international organizations competing with the local 
farmers.

  45. Importance of education is as follows:
(i) Education improves the knowledge and skills of people.
(ii) It increases the productive capacity of people.
(iii) It promotes the new innovations and technological progress of a country.
(iv) Increases the future income of people.
(v) Education helps to create employment opportunities.
(vi) It provides better social status to people of a country, etc.

Like this education helps to increase the per capita and GDP rate of the country and plays an important 
role in economic development.

 At present India’s education rate is 74.4%. So our government has planned some future prospectus to develop 
educational sector. They are as follows:
(i) Education for all-is still a distance dream- Free and compulsory education for all 6-14 years age group 

of children's in a country.
(ii) To promote higher education- Provide new loan schemes for higher education students. 6

  46. Unemployment is a situation where the people having ability and willingness to work at existing salary and 
conditions, are not gainfully employed.

   The main causes for unemployment in India are as follows:
(i) Agricultural sector : In India, nearly 51.2% of workforce is engaged in agricultural sector. But this 

sector provides a seasonal occupation and cause to seasonal and disguised unemployment. One study 
conducted in the late 1950's showed about 1/3 of agricultural workers in India are unemployed due to 
this reason.
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(ii) Urban unemployment : Due to the slowdown in economic activities, recession, economic crisis there 
will be a cyclical unemployment in urban area.

(iii) Population explosion : In India, rapid population growth is the leading factor responsible for 
unemployment. Because of population explosion Indian economy is not able to create employment 
opportunities as per its requirements.

(iv) Illiteracy : In India, the degree of unemployment is more in illiterate workers due to the lack of skills to 
get work. 6

PART-E
 XI.  
  47.

Item Weight
(W)

Week1
(P0)

Week2
(P1) P

P
P01

1= ×
0

100
WP

Rice 5 200 220 110 550

Tour Dal 2 120 100 83.3 166.6

Onion 2 50 70 140 280

Tomato 4 50 30 60 240

Milk 10 200 220 110 1100

∑W=23 ∑WP=2336.6

     
CPI

WP
W

=
∑
∑

= =
2336 6

23
101 59

.
.

 5

  48. (i) Making awareness about poverty alleviation programmes

   (ii) Loans should be provided for self employment

   (iii) Demographic control

   (iv) Providing educational facilities

   (v) Providing basic amenities/infrastructure 5

  49. (i) Soil erosion

   (ii) Forest land enclosure

   (iii) Inadequate crop

   (iv) Forest destruction

   (v) Excessive use of ground water 5

qqq
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